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Harry’s latest film - Glossary
action noun
the events that form part of a play or film
The action takes place in an expensive restaurant.
audience noun
a group of people who are watching or listening to
something such as a film, play or talk
The audience clapped at the end of the play.

reader noun
a person who reads a particular thing
The magazine prints some of the letters it receives
from its readers.
relationship noun
how people get on with each other
The members of the soccer team have a good
relationship.

attack noun
a fight against someone or something
A large part of the city was destroyed in the air
attack.

romance noun
love and the pleasant feelings associated with it
My mother likes to read stories about romance.

(be) based on phrasal verb
to use something as a model for a film, piece of
writing, or work of art
The film is based on a true story.

series noun
a number of things coming one after the other
Did you see the series of TV programmes about
animals?

broomstick noun
a sweeping brush with a long handle, made with
sticks and twigs. Witches often ride through the air
on broomsticks in children’s stories.

take place phrasal verb
to happen
The Olympics take place every four years.

dark adjective
mysterious and frightening
excited adjective
happy and full of enthusiasm because you are
looking forward to something
Everybody in the town was excited about the
president’s visit.
forces of evil noun phrase
evil influences, for example the devil
hero noun
the most important person in a book or film
The hero of the story was tall and strong.
include verb
to make something or somebody part of a whole
thing
Have you included John in the football team?
presence noun
being there. You are present somewhere if you are
in or at that place.
Only six people were present at the meeting.
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